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SUMMARY

Visual cortical areasare interconnectedvia layer-spe-
cific feedforward and feedback projections. Such
intricate connections are thought to be essential for
parsing complex visual images, but the synergy
among different layers in different cortical areas re-
mains unclear. By simultaneously mapping neuronal
activities across cortical depths in V1 and V2 of
behaving monkeys, we identified spatiotemporally
dissociable processes for grouping contour frag-
ments and segregating background components.
These processes generated and amplified contour
signals within specific layers in V1 and V2. Contour-
related inter-areal interactions, measured as Granger
causality, were also dominant between these cortical
layers within a timewindowwhen the contour signals
were rapidly augmented. The grouping process
became much faster for isolated contour elements
compared with visual contours embedded in a
complex background. Our results delineate the
mode whereby image components are grouped and
segmented through synergistic inter-laminar and in-
ter-areal processes that are dynamically adjusted
during interpretation of sensory inputs.

INTRODUCTION

Integration of image components is essential for visual percep-

tion, especially in a cluttered environment. Brain imaging (Alt-

mann et al., 2003; Kourtzi et al., 2003; Qiu et al., 2016; Tanskanen

et al., 2008) and electrophysiological (Chen et al., 2014) studies

have shown that multiple cortical areas are involved in inte-

grating discrete contour fragments into global contours. In

particular, individual neurons in both the primary visual cortex

(V1) and higher-tier cortical area, V4, can detect camouflaged

contours (Figure 1A). However, the contour-related signals in

V1 do not emerge until �50 ms after neuronal response outset,

�40 ms later than in V4 (Chen et al., 2014). Similar delayed sig-

nals in V1 are also present in segmenting visual surfaces (Poort

et al., 2012; Self et al., 2013). These earlier findings suggest
that image grouping and segmentation are mediated by

concerted intra- and inter-areal interactions, but the underlying

neural process remains largely unclear.

Intra- and inter-areal anatomical connections are character-

ized by feedforward and feedback projections among distinct

cortical laminae (for a recent comprehensive study, see Markov

et al., 2014). Moreover, tracing studies have shown that the local

intrinsic connections and the projections coming from adjoining

areas constitute�95% of the afferents of a cortical area (Markov

et al., 2011). Therefore, mapping neuronal activities simulta-

neously in different layers of adjacent visual cortical areas can

help uncover the complex neural computations during visual

image processing.

It has been shown that monkeys’ performance in grouping

tasks is severely impaired by lesions of the intermediate-level vi-

sual areas V2 (Merigan et al., 1993) or V4 (Merigan, 1996), but not

the top-tier areas in the inferotemporal cortex (Huxlin et al.,

2000), suggesting a critical role of V2 and V4 in perceptual

grouping. Because V1 is also closely engaged in image grouping

and segmentation, in the current studywe investigate how neural

signals emerge, propagate, and interact among different laminae

in V1 and V2 to fulfill integration of visual contours.
RESULTS

We trained two monkeys (named MO and ML) to do a contour

detection task. The contour was formed by collinear bars

embedded in a full screen of randomly oriented bars (Figure 1A;

STAR Methods). In each trial, the contour was centered—

randomly with equal probability—either on the receptive field

(RF) of the examined recording site or at the symmetrical location

relative to the fixation point (in the opposite visual field). The stim-

ulus was presented for 500ms. Themonkeysmaintained fixation

until 300 ms after the stimulus disappeared and then made a

saccade to indicate the location of the contour. The monkeys’

performance increased with the contour length, reaching a

detection rate above 98% for contours longer than 9 bars

(Figure 1B).

We measured V1 and V2 retinotopic maps corresponding

to the lower visual field and identified retinotopically matched

locations in these two cortical areas (Figure 1C). We recorded

multi-unit activities and local field potentials (LFPs) in V1 and

V2 simultaneously using a pair of linear probes (U-Probe with
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Figure 1. V1 and V2 Recordings

(A) Contour stimulus. Each bar was 0.25� 3 0.05�

distributed in 0.5� 3 0.5� invisible grids. Yellow and

green circles illustrate V1 and V2 RFs.

(B) Contour detection performance of the two

monkeys (MO and ML) as a function of number of

collinear bars. Error bars represent ±SEM.

(C) RF locations (left) and sizes (right) in V1 and V2 of

monkeysMO andML. Each data point indicates the

median value from pooling recording sites in each

penetration. Solid symbols indicate the examples

presented in Figures S1B and S1C.

(D) Mean CSD profiles in V1 (top row) and V2

(bottom row) (left: MO, 37 penetrations in V1 and

31 in V2; right: ML, 18 penetrations in V1 and 26 in

V2). Before averaging, the CSD profile from each

penetration was normalized by dividing by its

maximum absolute value. Horizontal dashed lines

delimit the supra-granular (SG), granular (G), and

infra-granular (IG) layers.

See also Figure S1.
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24 recording contacts spaced 100 mm, Plexon) perpendicular

to the cortical surface. V2 recordings were made in the cortical

tissue underlying the occipital operculum, immediately posterior

to the lunate sulcus, by penetrating through the surface cortex

(Figure S1A). The RF sizes (measured as minimum response

fields using drifting gratings; STAR Methods) ranged from

0.5�–1.5� in V1 and 2.0�–4.5� in V2 (Figure 1C, right).

Identification of Cortical Layers
To delineate the cortical layers, wemeasured the LFPs evoked by

a full-screen checkerboard stimulus (STARMethods). We applied

the current source density (CSD) analysis to the LFPs of recording

sites showing significant stimulus-evoked spiking activities. We

identified the twoadjacent siteson the linearprobebetweenwhich

the CSD polarity was reversed around 50 ms after stimulus onset

(Figure 1D, population averaged CSD; Figures S1B and S1C, ex-

amples of individual penetrations); the site closer to the superficial

cortical layerwas defined asdepth 0,which provides a reliable es-

timate of the boundary between cortical layers 4 and 5 (Bollimunta

et al., 2008; Hansen andDragoi, 2011; Schroeder et al., 1998; Self

et al., 2013). To ensure no relative change in cortical depth of the

linear probe during a session of the contour detection task, we

measured the CSD profiles before and after the experiment;

data were discarded when the 0 depth shifted by more than one

recording site (>100 mm).
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The documented thicknesses of ma-

caque V1 (Lund, 1973) and V2 (Lund

et al., 1981; Valverde, 1978) are 1,500–

2,000 mm and 900–1,200 mm, respectively

(see also Figure S1A for the thickness dif-

ference between V1 and V2). Based on

the laminar data from these anatomical

studies, along with previous CSD analyses

in V1 and V2 (Bollimunta et al., 2008; Han-

sen and Dragoi, 2011; Schroeder et al.,

1998; Self et al., 2013; van Kerkoerle

et al., 2014, 2017), we assigned visually
responsive sites into three laminae: the supra-granular (SG),

granular (G), and infra-granular (IG) layers (STAR Methods).

Laminar Distribution of Contour Signals in V1 and V2
While the animals were doing the contour detection task, we

simultaneously recorded neuronal responses from V1 and V2.

TheRF locations and preferred orientations of the recording sites

along the linear probe in each penetration were very similar

(Figure S1D), consistent with the columnar structure of V1 and

V2; therefore, we used their median values for placing the con-

tours in a recording session. To make stimulus settings compa-

rable across different V1 or V2 penetrations, we conducted two

experimental sessions for each pair of V1 and V2 penetrations,

with the contour location and orientation matching the V1 RFs

in one session and matching the V2 RFs in the other session.

To examine contour-related responses in V1 or V2, we randomly

set the contour length to 1, 3, 5, 9, or 13 collinear bars in a trial

and randomly placed the contour either on the recorded RFs

(defined as the contour-on condition; Figure 1A) or in the oppo-

site quadrant of the visual field (defined as the contour-away

condition). Each stimulus condition was repeated in 50 trials. Un-

der the contour-away conditions, a background bar was always

set in the RF center at the optimal orientation to provide a consis-

tent control condition against which neuronal responses to con-

tours of different lengths in the contour-on conditions were
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Figure 2. Laminar Distribution of Contour

Signals

(A) Post-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs, mean ±

SEM) averaged across all recording sites from all

penetrations in monkey MO (1-ms bins smoothed

by a 10-ms square window) for each contour length.

The number of penetrations contributing to the data

was 37 in V1 and 31 in V2.

(B) Contour signal strength (d0 averaged over

all penetrations based on spiking activity within

0–500ms) as a function of contour length at different

depths in V1 (top) and V2 (bottom).

(C) Proportions of recording sites showing signifi-

cant contour signals (13-bar condition, d0 > 0,

bootstrapping, p < 0.05) at different depths in V1

and V2.

(D–F) Similar to (A)–(C), respectively, but with data

from monkey ML (18 penetrations in V1 and 26

in V2).

See also Figure S1.
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compared. Note that we examined V1 and V2 responses sepa-

rately in two different experimental sessions, but neuronal sig-

nals were collected simultaneously in both areas for subsequent

analysis of inter-areal interactions.

Pooling recording sites from different penetrations showed

that population responses of neurons increased with the contour

length in both V1 and V2 (Figures 2A and 2D), correlated with the

animals’ performance in the detection task. We measured the

strength of the contour signal at a recording site by calculating

the d0 value of its firing rates (within 0–500 ms) between the

contour-on and contour-away conditions (STAR Methods). The

contour signals were seen mainly in the SG and upper IG layers

of V1 and in the SG and G layers of V2 (Figures 2B and 2E,

population data; Figure S1E, example of a single penetration).

Moreover, the overall signal strength was much stronger in V2

than in V1 for the same contour length (for the 13-bar contour,

the mean d0 averaged across all recorded sites in both animals

was 1.81 ± 0.22 in V2 and 0.61 ± 0.11 in V1 (mean ± SEM,

two-sided t test, p = 1.1 3 10�5).
We quantified the percentage of

recording sites that showed significant

contour signals (d0 > 0, p < 0.05) to the

longest contour (13 bars) at each cortical

depth. The laminar distribution pattern of

these contour-encoding sites generally

coincided with that of contour signals

(compare Figures 2C and 2F with Figures

2B and 2E).

It is worth noting that the bimodal distri-

bution of contour-encoding sites in V1,

with the two peaks located in the SG and

IG layers, resembles the laminar distribu-

tion of feedback projections from V2 to

V1 (Rockland and Virga, 1989). Neverthe-

less, the strongest contour signals in both

V1 and V2 were generated in the middle

and lower part of the SG layer (Figures 2B
and 2E), roughly corresponding to the main output layer (layer

3) projecting to the downstream areas (Markov et al., 2014).

This suggests that the contour signals can be amplified, respec-

tively, within each cortical area.

Temporal Evolvement of Contour Signals across
Cortical Layers
Response latencies of individual neurons are notoriously difficult

toquantifybecauseof randomfluctuationsof neuronal responses,

especiallywhen the responsesareweakand thenumberof trials is

limited. To estimate the time required for contour signals to

emerge at each cortical depth after stimulus onset, we employed

a populationmeasure (STARMethods). By applying a 10-mswin-

dowsliding in 5-msstepsacross the spike trains (�300 to500ms),

we calculated the percentage of recording sites that showed sig-

nificant contour responses (d0 > 0, p < 0.05) within the sliding win-

dow at each time point (Figure 3A). The mean percentage value

averaged across the time points before stimulus onset (�300 to

0 ms) was used as a baseline control for the false positive error
Neuron 96, 1–15, December 20, 2017 3
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Figure 3. Temporal Evolvement of Contour Signals

(A) Percentage of recording sites that could detect the global contours at different time points and cortical depths in V1 (top row) and V2 (bottom row) of the two

monkeys (MO andML). Trials from 9- and 13-bar conditions were pooled to increase the statistical power. We computed the d0 value within a 10-ms time window

sliding in 5-ms steps and calculated the proportion of sites with d0 > 0 (bootstrapping, p < 0.05) at each window location and cortical depth. The mean proportion

averaged across the time points before stimulus onset (�300 to 0ms) was used as a baseline control for false positive. Percentage values (color-coded) that were

3 SD above the baseline were taken as statistically significant; those belowwere set to 0.White dots and yellow circles indicate the estimated latencies of contour

signals and visual responses, respectively (see text and STAR Methods). Two vertical dashed lines indicate 40- and 100-ms time points.

(B) Distribution of contour signal strengths (d0 values) measured using the early (40–100ms, left column) and late (100–500ms, right) neuronal responses in V1 (top

row, n = 1,075) and V2 (bottom, n = 733). Blue indicates the subsets of sites with d0 significantly different from 0 (bootstrapping, p < 0.05). Red triangles point to the

medians. Data from the two monkeys were pooled.

(C) Normalized population PSTHs of two subsets of V2 sites in response to contours of different lengths (1-ms bins smoothed by a 10-ms square window). V2 sites

from both monkeys were divided into three groups: early sites (left) showing significant contour signals (d0 > 0, p < 0.05) from the early phase of neuronal re-

sponses (40–100 ms; n = 178 of 733), late sites (right) showing contour signals (d0 > 0, p < 0.05) only in the late phase (100–500 ms; n = 496), and contour-

unresponsive sites (the remaining sites, n = 59).

(D) Temporal profilesofd0 calculatedbycomparingV2 responses to the5-and1-barcontours (left) and to the13-and9-bar contours (right) at differentcortical depths.

Thed0 wascomputedusinga10-mswindowsliding in5-mssteps.Data frombothmonkeyswerepooled.Themean±2SDofd0 valuescalculatedusing10-msbinned

spikes before stimulus onset (�300 to 0 ms) was used as a threshold for statistical significance; mean d0 values that fell within this range were set to 0.

Please cite this article in press as: Chen et al., Synergistic Processing of Visual Contours across Cortical Layers in V1 and V2, Neuron (2017), https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2017.11.004
rate of contour-encoding sites. Percentage values that were 3 SD

above thisbaselinewere takenasstatistically significant.We iden-

tified the first time point when 3 consecutive percentage values

were all statistically significant. This time point was defined as

the latency of contour signals (white dots in Figure 3A; referred

to as the contour response latency). The latencies of stimulus-

evoked responses at each cortical depthwere calculated similarly

(yellow circles in Figure 3A; referred to as the visual response la-

tency; STAR Methods).

On average, the visual response latencies in V1 were �10 ms

longer in the SG layer (MO, 48.6 ± 5.6 ms; ML, 45.0 ± 7.6 ms;

bootstrapping, mean ± SD) than the G and IG layers (MO,

39.5 ± 4.2 ms; ML, 35.5 ± 1.5 ms) (p < 0.005 for both monkeys),

consistent with previous studies (Nowak et al., 1995; Self et al.,
4 Neuron 96, 1–15, December 20, 2017
2013). The variation of visual response latencies in V2 was small

across different depths, with mean values of 47.7 ± 3.3 ms in MO

and 40.8 ± 3.4 ms in ML.

Unlike visual response latencies, within V1, the contour

response latencies in the SG and upper IG layers were relatively

shorter than in the G and lower IG layers (bootstrapping, p =

0.036 for MO and 0.039 for ML). Moreover, the contour response

latencies across nearly all V1 depths were longer than 100 ms,

�50 ms longer than the visual response latencies (Figure 3A,

top row). In contrast, at most cortical depths within the V2 SG

layer, the contour response latencies were 50–60 ms, only

�15 ms longer than the visual response latencies (Figure 3A,

bottom row); in V2 G and IG layers, the contour response la-

tencies were all longer than 100 ms, comparable with V1.
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Figure 4. Contour-Induced Multiple Modulatory Effects

(A) Temporal profile of d0 (mean ± SEM) averaged across V1 (left, n = 200) and

V2 (right, n = 201) SG sites in monkey MO at different contour-to-RF distances

(10-ms window size, 5-ms sliding steps, smoothed by a square window

spanning 10 data points). The insets illustrate the visual field locations of the

13-bar contour relative to V1 and V2 RFs; the small horizontal scale bar in-

dicates 1�.
(B) Spatial extents and temporal dynamics of themodulatory regions in V1 (left)

and V2 (right) SG layers. D-prime value (contour-on/contour-near versus

contour-away) as a function of contour-to-RF distance was measured,

respectively, within 100–200 ms and 400–500 ms (the shaded regions in A).

Error bars indicate ±SEM; fitted curves are difference-of-Gaussian functions.

(C) Normalized PSTHs (mean ± SEM, 1-ms bins smoothed by a 10-ms square

window) averaged across V1 (left) and V2 (right) SG sites when the 13-bar

contour was placed near the RF (blue, RF-contour distance at 2.5� in V1 and

3.5� in V2) or in the opposite visual field (gray). The PSTH corresponding to the

1-bar contour condition (black) is also shown as a baseline control.

Please cite this article in press as: Chen et al., Synergistic Processing of Visual Contours across Cortical Layers in V1 and V2, Neuron (2017), https://
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To further verify the earlier emergence of contour signals in V2

compared with V1, we plotted the distribution of d0 values based
on early neuronal responses (40–100ms; Figure 3B, left column).

The distribution was symmetrical about 0 in V1 but remarkably
skewed to the positive side in V2. Moreover, V1 sites showing

d0 values significantly larger or smaller than 0 (bootstrapping,

p < 0.05) had similarly low incidences (Figure 3B, blue bars,

top left panel; positive 8%, negative 5%), suggesting that these

significant sites could be largely due to random fluctuations of

neuronal responses. However, many more V2 sites showed sig-

nificant contour signals (d0 > 0, p < 0.05) during the early phase of

neuronal responses (Figure 3B, blue bars, bottom left; positive

24%, negative 2%). These results confirmed the presence of a

special group of V2 sites (defined as the early sites; Figure 3C,

left), in contrast with the other sites, which encoded the contours

only in their later response components (defined as the late sites;

Figure 3C, right). In spite of such a distinction, we did not see

noticeable differences between the early and late sites within

the V2 SG layer with respect to basic response properties

(two-sided t test for the mean RF sizes along the horizontal

and vertical axes and for the mean orientation tuning width,

respectively; p = 0.23, 0.47, and 0.77 in MO; p = 0.89, 0.59,

0.16 in ML).

Because V2 RFs were on average several times larger than

those in V1 (Figure 1C, right), the early contour signals in V2

might result from feedforward or within-RF integration. This

speculation was confirmed by calculating the d0 between

neuronal responses to contours of different lengths: 5-bar versus

1-bar as a measure of the within-RF integration and 13-bar

versus 9-bar as the extra-RF integration. Indeed, the early con-

tour signals in the V2 SG layer were seen only when the collinear

bars were confined within the RFs (Figure 3D, left); adding more

collinear bars outside of the RFs only enhanced the late

response components (Figure 3D, right).

Our data imply that, even though the visual signals reach V1

earlier than V2, the contour signals propagate in the reverse di-

rection. Nevertheless, a dramatic and concurrent increase of

contour-related responses was seen �100 ms after stimulus

onset across V1 and V2 sites (Figures 3B, right column, and

3C and 2A and 2D).

Contour-Induced Multiple Modulatory Effects in V1
and V2
Previous V1 studies have shown that global visual contours

within a cluttered background induce two complementary

modulatory effects (Chen et al., 2014; Gilad et al., 2013; Yan

et al., 2014): enhancing responses of neurons with RFs lying

on the contour (referred to as the contour facilitation) and sup-

pressing neurons with RFs in the background (referred to as

the background inhibition). We examined inmonkeyMOwhether

such a response pattern was also present in V2. We placed a

13-bar contour at different distances from the RF center in the

contour-on condition (insets in Figure 4A), with one of the back-

ground bars always located in the RF center at the optimal orien-

tation; in the corresponding contour-away condition, the 13-bar

contour was placed symmetrically around the fixation point in

the opposite visual field. Each stimulus condition was repeated

in 30 trials.

Based on the spike trains recorded under the paired contour-

on and contour-away conditions, we used a sliding time window

to measure the temporal profile of d0 of a recording site after

stimulus onset. All recording sites in the SG layer, where the
Neuron 96, 1–15, December 20, 2017 5
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contour signals were the strongest, were averaged to get the

population profiles of d0 (Figure 4A). With increasing the distance

between the contour and RF center, the temporal profile of

d0 dropped rapidly in both V1 and V2, indicating a reduction in

contour facilitation. When the contour was moved farther away

so that the RF was located on the background elements sur-

rounding the contour (referred to as the contour-near condition

to be differentiated from the contour-on and contour-away con-

ditions), the facilitatory effect turned into inhibition (d0 values
changed from positive to negative). During the stimulus presen-

tation period, the contour facilitation was rather sustained in both

V1 and V2, whereas the background inhibition was dynamically

changing (Figure 4A). It was strongest �200 ms after stimulus

onset and began to decline afterward; it even changed into

weak facilitation for contours located near the RF, suggesting

dynamic changes of the modulatory zones.

To examine the spatial extents of contour-induced modula-

tions and their temporal dynamics, we calculated the d0 values
within two separate time windows. The mean d0 of recording
sites in the SG layer as a function of the contour-to-RF distance

was fitted with a difference of Gaussian function (Figure 4B).

Within the first time window (100–200 ms), the mean radius of

the facilitatory center in V2 (1.89�, measured from the intersec-

tion of the black fitted curve and the horizontal dashed line;

Figure 4B, right) was twice of that in V1 (0.89�; Figure 4B, left);

the inhibitory surround was �4 times as large as the facilitatory

center in both V1 and V2. Within the second time window

(400–500 ms), the facilitatory center was slightly enlarged, and

the background inhibition was weakened (Figure 4B, gray versus

black).

Figure 4A shows remarkable temporal dynamics of back-

ground inhibition, which was measured by pairing the contour-

near with contour-away conditions. To further dissect such

dynamics, we used the 1-bar contour condition as a baseline

control, in which no global contour was present within the full-

screen background stimuli. We compared neuronal responses

in this no-contour baseline condition with the contour-away con-

dition and the contour-near condition when the RF-to-contour

distance was 2.5� in V1 and 3.5� in V2 (Figure 4C). In the con-

tour-away condition, neuronal responses in both V1 and V2

were inhibited (relative to the no-contour baseline condition)

�200 ms after stimulus onset (Figure 4C, gray versus black),

causing a downward shift of the post-stimulus time histogram

(PSTH) toward that in the contour-near condition (Figure 4C,

gray versus blue) and, thus, a progressive decrease of the back-

ground inhibition, as seen in Figure 4A. Given the identical stimuli

on the RF side between the no-contour baseline condition and

the contour-away condition (see the center and right insets in

Figure 4C), the further delayed and cross-hemifield inhibitory ef-

fect (referred to as the contralateral suppression) was most likely

associated with attentional capture by the salient contour in the

opposite visual field.

The three types of modulatory effects described above

showed similar laminar distribution patterns: they mainly took

place in V1 SG and upper IG layers and in V2 SG and G layers

(Figures 5A–5C), and the same type of modulation began earlier

in V2 than V1 (Figures 5D and 5E). In spite of these similarities,

the three modulatory effects markedly differed in their latencies:
6 Neuron 96, 1–15, December 20, 2017
the contour facilitation emerged earlier (100 ± 7 ms in V1,

66 ± 4 ms in V2; mean ± SD, bootstrapping), the background in-

hibition started later (126 ± 13ms in V1, 115 ± 7ms in V2), and the

contralateral suppression was further delayed (249 ± 15 ms in

V1, 211 ± 12ms in V2). Figure 5A shows the time courses of con-

tour facilitation at different cortical depths using population-

averaged d0 as a measure. These results are consistent with

thosemeasured using the percentage of recording sites showing

significant contour signals (Figure 3A).

The presence of different modulatory effects dissociable in

space and time suggests different processes for grouping con-

tour fragments and segregating background components

through complex intra- and inter-areal interactions. The earlier

onset of these modulatory effects in V2 compared with V1 points

to a countercurrent processing stream.

Interactions between V1 and V2
To dissect the interactions between different layers in V1 and V2,

we performed the Granger causality (GC) analysis in the fre-

quency domain using spike trains (STAR Methods). Granger

causality has been widely used as a statistical measure of the

directional influence between two cortical loci (Bosman et al.,

2012; Gregoriou et al., 2009; Hirabayashi et al., 2013; Morrison

et al., 2011; Saalmann et al., 2012; Salazar et al., 2012; Zhou

et al., 2016). Only simultaneously recorded and retinotopically

matched V1 and V2 sites (RF center distance < 1�) were

included. The analysis was conducted separately within three

consecutive time windows of equal size: the first window

(�100 to 100 ms), in which contour signals were weak in V2

and nearly absent in V1 (the time interval before stimulus onset

was included to equate the window size); the second window

(100–300 ms), in which the contour signals were rapidly

augmented; and the third window (300–500 ms), in which the

contour signals were saturated and the contralateral suppres-

sion (Figure 5C) was engaged.

We first assessed the overall GC influences for each contour

length by averaging the raw GC values across all paired V1

and V2 sites regardless of their cortical depths (Figures S2A

and S2B). Considering that the GC values dropped to an asymp-

tote around 40 Hz under all conditions and that the GC estima-

tion could be unreliable at low frequencies because of the small

timewindow used for data analysis, we took themeanGC values

between 10–40 Hz as a measure of the feedforward (V1 / V2)

and feedback (V2 / V1) interactions (in fact, inclusion of the

components below 10 Hz and above 40 Hz did not affect the

relative GC strengths across different conditions). Because the

sample size of the early sites in V2 was too small (Figure 3B),

and the GC influences mediated by the early and late sites

were rather similar except for a difference in overall strength

within the first time window (Figures S2C and S2D), we pooled

V2 sites in the GC analysis.

To examine to what extent the inter-areal interactions were

correlated with contour detection, we calculated the Pearson

correlation between the mean GC and contour length. For mon-

key MO (Figure 6A), the feedforward GC influence was uncorre-

lated with the contour length throughout neuronal responses;

however, a close correlation was seen in the reverse direction

during the late response components (100–300 ms: r = 0.96,
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Figure 5. Time Courses of Different Modula-

tory Effects in Different Layers of V1 and V2

(A) Contour facilitation (0� RF-to-contour distance).

The top insets illustrate the two conditions for

calculating d0 (contour-on versus contour-away,

13-bar contour). Data were collected from MO (29

penetrations in both V1 and V2). Color coding and

significance test are similar to Figure 3D.

(B) Background inhibition. Similar to (A) but at an RF-

to-contour distance of 1.5� in V1 (top) and 3.5� in V2

(bottom).

(C) Contralateral suppression. The d0 was calculated

between the 13-bar contour-away condition and the

baseline condition (full-screen background stimuli

without any contour).

(D) Latency estimations for the three modulatory

effects. Taking the SG layer data shown in (A)–(C),

we generated a mean temporal profile of each

modulatory effect in V1 (thin red curve, n = 186) and

in V2 (thin blue curve, n = 183). The resulting

d0 profile was smoothed by a 50-ms window (thick

curve). The horizontal shaded zones indicate the

mean ± 2 SD of d0 values before stimulus onset

(�300 to 0 ms). The first time point when 3

consecutive d0 values became statistically signifi-

cant (outside of the shaded zone) was defined as the

latency of the modulatory effect (indicated by the

circles on the curves).

(E) Distributions of the latency differences between

V1 and V2 for the three modulatory effects.

Recording sites in the SG layer of V1 (n = 186) or V2

(n = 183) were resampled, randomly with replace-

ment, to generate two new datasets (n = 186 for V1,

n = 183 for V2). Based on the new datasets, we

calculated the latencies in V1 and V2 using the

method described in (D) and computed their differ-

ence. This procedure was repeated 1,000 times to

obtain the distributions of latency differences be-

tween V1 and V2 (red triangles indicate the mean

difference). The probabilities of having shorter V1

latencies are 0, 0.067 and 0.001, respectively, for

the three modulatory effects.
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p = 0.009; 300–500 ms: r = 0.98, p = 0.005). Similarly, in monkey

ML (Figure 6B), the feedback GC influence during the late

neuronal responses was proportional to the contour length, but

such a correlation was present only within 100–300 ms (r =

0.96, p = 0.008); for this animal, the feedforward GC influence

during this period of time was also correlated with the contour

length (r = 0.98, p = 0.002). Despite this individual difference,

the population GC analyses implicate that V2 to V1 feedback

occurring 100 ms after stimulus onset plays an important role

in detecting the global contours. This implication is further sup-

ported by separating data from correct and error trials, an

approach that has been used to examine whether the strength

of inter-areal and inter-laminar coupling is behaviorally relevant

(Takeda et al., 2015). We found that the mean V2/ V1 GC influ-

ences were significantly stronger in trials when the animals

correctly detected the contours compared with error trials for

the same contour length (paired t test, p < 0.05; Figure S2E).
The results shown in Figures 6A and 6B indicate temporal dy-

namics of inter-areal interactions, which could be due to dy-

namic changes in effective connectivities across cortical layers.

We next set out to examine the inter-laminar interplay between

V1 and V2 in response to the global (13-bar) contour within

the three time intervals defined in Figures 6A and 6B. To

examine the statistical significance of GC influences by control-

ling for potential confounding factors such as differences and

co-fluctuations in firing rate across recording sites, we adopted

a spike-jittered correction method (Amarasingham et al., 2012;

Hirabayashi et al., 2013; Lee, 2003), where each spike was

randomly jittered within a ±10 ms range for a paired V1/V2 site.

The spike-jittered GC was subtracted from the raw GC, and

the statistical significance was examined (Figure 6C; STAR

Methods).

During the early processing stage (Figure 6C, top row), the V1

laminae providing significant GC influences on V2 were mainly
Neuron 96, 1–15, December 20, 2017 7
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localized in the lower SG, upper G, and upper IG layers (roughly

corresponding to layers 3, 4A/B, and 5; Figure 6C, top left; see

also the corresponding panels in Figures S3A–S3C based on un-

corrected raw GC values), whereas the V1 laminae receiving V2

GC influences were mainly seen in the SG and upper IG layers

(layers 2/3 and 5; Figure 6C, top right). These patterns of effec-

tive connectivity revealed by the GC analysis were largely

consistent with the known anatomical connections: the feedfor-

ward projections originate mainly from V1 layers 3 and 4A/B and

partly from layers 2 and 5 (Rockland, 1992) and mostly target V2

layers 3 and 4 (Rockland and Virga, 1990; Sincich and Horton,

2005); the feedback projections originate from V2 layers 2/3

and 6 (Markov et al., 2014) and target V1 layers 1, 2/3, and 5

(Rockland and Virga, 1989).

During the late processing stage (Figure 6C, center and bot-

tom rows), the feedback GC influences became dominant over

the feedforward influences, and the inter-areal interactions

declined over time. Moreover, the inter-areal GC influences

were confined between the layers where the contour signals

were strong (V1 SG and upper IG and V2 SG and G; Figure 5A).

During this processing stage, the intracortical GC influences also

diminished in parallel within both V1 and V2 (Figure S3D).

Figure 6C shows the laminar patterns of significant GC influ-

ences between V1 and V2 in response to the 13-bar contour

stimulus. To isolate the GC components that were specific to

contour integration, we subtracted the laminar patterns in the

1-bar contour condition from the corresponding patterns in the

13-bar condition (Figure 6D). It can be seen that contour-specific

GC components aremainly seen in the feedback direction during

the late responses, especially within 100–300 ms (Figure 6D,

center right). This differential analysis suggests distinct informa-

tion contents conveyed by the feedforward and feedback signals

during different processing stages: the early V1 and V2 interac-

tions mainly convey local information, whereas the late V2 /

V1 feedback influences are important for amplifying global con-

tour signals.

By scrutinizing the V2/ V1 GC patterns (Figure 6C, right col-

umn), one can notice significant influences from the V2 G layer to

V1 despite the absence of direct feedback projections from the

V2 G layer. This is conceivable when taking into account the

extensive information exchange between the V2 G and SG/IG

layers (Figure S3D, right column). To examine to what extent in-
Figure 6. Granger Causality Analysis of V1 and V2 Interactions

(A and B) Percent change of the mean GC for different contour lengths relative

100–300 ms; W3, 300–500 ms) for MO (A; n = 6,175 from 31 paired penetration

10–40 Hz was used. Error bars indicate ± SEM.

(C) Laminar patterns of V1/ V2 GC (left column; the y axis indicates the source a

column; the x axis is the source area and the y axis the target) with spike-jittered c

data points were set to 0 (STAR Methods). Three rows correspond to the three t

(D)–(F).

(D) Laminar patterns of contour-specific GC influences (differences between 13-

were set to 0.

(E) Laminar patterns of conditional GC by discounting V2 intracortical influenc

mediated by a V2 site in a layer (SG, G, or IG) were calculated by discounting the i

paired V1/V2 sites generated the raw conditional GC patterns (Figure S5A), whi

jittered method (STAR Methods). Non-significant data points were set to 0.

(F) Similar to (E) by discounting V1 intracortical influences.

See also Figures S2–S6.
tracortical neuronal interactions could affect inter-areal commu-

nication, we employed conditional GC analysis (Bastos and

Schoffelen, 2016; Chen et al., 2006; Liang et al., 2017). Although

simple pairwise GC provides a statistical measure of the influ-

ences of one cortical site on another, conditional GC offers a

further measure of whether such influences depend on other

sites (see the simulation in Figure S4).

Using the conditional GC approach (STAR Methods), we re-

examined the laminar patterns of V1/ V2 and V2/ V1 interac-

tions by separately discounting the intracortical influences from

V2 (Figure 6E) and V1 (Figure 6F). This analysis offered insights

into the respective effects of V1 and V2 intracortical interactions

on the interplay between these two areas. Discounting the intra-

cortical influences from either V1 or V2 caused an overall

decrease of the inter-areal GC, but the relative reduction was

smaller during the later processing phase (compare the GC

scales in Figures 6E and 6F with those in Figure 6C; for a

quantitative comparison, see Figures S5C and S5D). This is

consistent with the observation that the intracortical GC influ-

ences decreased over time (Figure S3D). In spite of the general

reduction in GC strength, the laminar patterns of inter-areal GC

influences were largely retained, especially after the early pro-

cessing phase (compare Figures 6E and 6F with Figure 6C).

However, some specific changes were observed. Discounting

V2 intracortical influences caused a marked and consistent

decrease of the GC from the V2 G layer to V1 within all three

time windows (compare Figure 6E with Figure 6C, right columns;

see also Figure S5C, right). This implies that the influences from

the V2 G layer to V1 are mainly derived from V2 intracortical

interactions. The results from the conditional GC analysis

demonstrate a close interplay between the intra- and inter-areal

processes, echoing a recent study showing that the lateral inter-

actions within V1 and the feedback influences from V4 are mutu-

ally strengthened (Liang et al., 2017).

The above GC analyses using three 200-ms non-overlapping

windows showed inter-areal and inter-laminar interactions that

were dynamically changing during contour detection. Using a

half-sized window (100 ms) sliding across the spike trains

produced consistent results (Figure S6). In addition, in the above

analyses, all recording sites were pooled regardless of their

orientation preferences. By separating the paired V1/V2 sites ac-

cording to the difference of their preferred orientations, we found
to the 1-bar condition within three time windows (W1, �100 to 100 ms; W2,

s) and ML (B; n = 2,825 from 15 paired penetrations). The mean GC between

rea of Granger influence and the x axis the target area) and V2/ V1 GC (right

ontrol subtracted (for raw GC patterns, see Figures S3A–S3C). Non-significant

ime windows defined in (A). Data from both monkeys were pooled here and in

and 1-bar conditions). Non-significant data points (two-tailed t test, p R 0.05)

es, with spike-jittered control subtracted. The GC values in both directions

nfluences from all V2 sites in the other two layers. Applying this procedure to all

ch were then corrected and tested for statistical significance using the spike-
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Figure 7. Contour Integration in the Absence of Interfering Background

(A) Population-averaged d0 (based on neuronal responses within 0–500 ms) as a function of contour length at different depths in V1 (top) and V2 (bottom) of

monkey MO. The number of penetrations was 15 in V1 and 10 in V2.

(B) Temporal profiles of d0 (13 bars versus 1 bar) in V1 (top row) and V2 (bottom row), calculated using a sliding window of 10ms with 5-ms steps. Left column: the

13 bars were collinearly arranged. Right column: the central element of the 13-bar contour remained in the RF center; the other bars were alternately displaced to

either side by 0.25� (top insets). Color coding and significance test are similar to Figure 3D.

(C) Percent changes of GC for different contour lengths relative to the 1-bar condition within three time windows (W1, �100 to 100 ms; W2, 100–300 ms; W3,

300–500 ms). Data were averaged across all paired V1/V2 sites (n = 3,289 from 18 paired penetrations). Error bars indicate ±SEM.

(D) Laminar patterns of contour-specific GC influences (differences between 13- and 1-bar conditions). Non-significant data points (two-tailed t test, p R 0.05)

were set to 0.

See also Figures S7 and S8.
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that contour-related GC influences were mainly seen between

V1 and V2 sites that shared similar orientation preferences

(Figures S6A and S6B).

The series of GC analyses indicates that contour grouping in

the presence of a cluttered background engages inter-areal

interplay among specific cortical layers and that the strengths

of effective connectivity between these cortical layers are

dynamically adjusted over the course of contour detection. An

interesting question left is whether contour detection in the

absence of the interfering background is mediated by similar

processes. We addressed this issue in a separate experiment

on monkey MO.

Contour Integration in the Absence of Interfering
Background
In this experiment, the collinear contours of different lengths

were displayed alone without the background stimuli; all other

settings remained unchanged (Figure S7A). The monkey was

still required to report the contour location with a saccade.

With increasing contour length, the overall neuronal responses
10 Neuron 96, 1–15, December 20, 2017
decreased in V1 but increased in V2 (Figure S7B). We calcu-

lated the d0 between neuronal responses to the collinear con-

tour and the 1-bar contour (a single bar in the RF) as a measure

of the strength and polarity of contour-induced modulatory

effects.

In V1, the laminar profile of the mean d0 (Figure 7A, top) was

distinct from that shown in Figures 2B and 2E (top). Without

the background, the d0 values were negative (p < 0.001, t test)

in the V1 SG and G layers for all contour lengths (R3 bars; see

also Figure S7C, left), indicating an inhibitory effect induced by

the isolated collinear contour, in agreement with an earlier study

(Li et al., 2006) and in resemblance to the end-stopping effect

(Hubel and Wiesel, 1968). In the V1 IG layer, the d0 values were

slightly above 0 for all contour lengths, probably because of

larger RFs showing spatial summation (Gilbert, 1977). In

contrast with V1, the mean d0 across V2 layers increased with

the number of collinear bars (r = 0.88, p = 0.048), similar to the

contour facilitation when the cluttered background was present

(compare Figure 7A, bottom, with Figures 2B and 2E, bottom;

see also Figure S7C, right).
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The mean temporal profiles of d0 (13 bars versus1 bar) with

and without the background stimuli were very different (compare

Figure 7B, left column, with Figure 5A). In V1 (Figure 7B, top left),

the isolated contour induced a weak and transient facilitation at

the beginning of neuronal responses across all layers, with a

stronger effect seen in the IG layer. This brief facilitation was

followed by a relatively stronger and more sustained inhibitory

effect. In V2 (Figure 7B, bottom), the collinear contour caused

strong facilitation across all depths from response outset. All

these modulatory effects in V1 and V2 peaked within 100 ms

after stimulus onset, distinct from those delayed effects induced

by similar collinear contours within a complex background.

The modulatory effects induced by global contours critically

depended on the collinearity between contour elements, re-

gardless of the presence or absence of the background stimuli.

Within the cluttered background, disruption of the collinearity

abolished contour signals in all V1 and V2 layers (Figure S8).

Likewise, when the collinearity was disrupted for isolated con-

tour elements (Figure 7B, left versus right), the early transient

facilitation in V1 was replaced by strong and sustained

inhibition; and the facilitation in V2 became much weaker

and transient, and a considerable inhibitory effect emerged

afterward.

In consonance with the early modulations induced by isolated

collinear bars, contour-related GC influences were present

primarily in the early phase of neuronal responses (<100 ms;

Figure 7C). During this period of time, both the V1 / V2 and

V2 / V1 GC influences averaged across all depths drastically

increased when the contour was longer than 1 bar (p < 0.001,

t test), but a positive correlation was only observed between

the V2 / V1 GC and the contour length (r = 0.89, p = 0.045;

Figure 7C, right). After the early responses, the contour-related

GC nearly disappeared. Examination of V1 and V2 laminar inter-

actions showed similar temporal dynamics: except for the early

influences, no discernible laminar pattern of GC was present

afterward (Figure 7D, differences between 13- and 1-bar condi-

tions; see also Figures S7D–S7F for the raw and conditional GC

patterns in the 13-bar condition).

The above results indicate that contour integration becomes

much faster in the absence of interfering stimuli, as opposed to

the grouping process in cluttered visual scenes that relies on

extended inter-areal and inter-laminar interactions.

DISCUSSION

Our previous study has shown that, in the presence of contextual

interference, V4 neurons can discriminate contours of different

lengths from their response onset, �40 ms earlier than V1 neu-

rons (Chen et al., 2014). These early contour signals are derived,

at least in part, from feedforward inputs because a small propor-

tion of V2 neurons in the SG layer can also signal the global con-

tours in their early responses, most likely through an integration

process within the RFs. However, the initial contour signals in V2

(the current study) and V4 (the previous study by Chen et al.,

2014) are much weaker than those rapidly developed across

cortical areas in the late processing stage, duringwhich the feed-

back modulation carrying global contour information is engaged

(Figures 6A, 6B, and 6D, right). In the current study, we identified
the cortical layers representing global visual contours in V1 and

V2. We found that contour-related inter-areal interactions mainly

took place between these layers in delayed response compo-

nents. These inter-laminar interactions are most likely respon-

sible for generating, propagating, and amplifying contour signals

as well as for removing background interference within the

cortical circuitry.

Multiple Processes in Contour Detection
We showed that contour elements surrounded by interfering

background components induced multiple modulatory effects

dissociable in space and time, suggesting different neural pro-

cesses that contribute to contour detection. These processes

are recapitulated in Figure 8A.

At the beginning of neuronal responses, local visual informa-

tion is conveyed from V1 to V4 via V2 (Figure 8A, left column).

By pooling the feedforward inputs, a small proportion of V2 cells

(Figure 3) and a large proportion of V4 cells (Chen et al., 2014) in

the superficial (output) layers start to signal the global contour.

These neurons, with their RFs lying on the contour, collectively

generate a facilitatory zone whose dimension corresponds to

the average RF size. The early and weak contour signals

emerging in V2 and V4may serve as a coarse template to modu-

late subsequent processing via feedback connections. Under

the feedback modulation (Figure 8A, center column), the contour

signals are rapidly amplified, and more cells are recruited to

represent the contours in each cortical area through recurrent

processing. Shortly after the onset of this facilitatory process,

an inhibitory surround is formed because of suppression of neu-

rons with RFs lying on the background stimuli but close to the

global contour, enhancing the figure-ground response contrast

across neuronal ensembles. The resulting salient contour can

capture attention, which, in turn, evokes top-down influences

(Figure 8A, right) to suppress the neurons on the background

over a large area extending to the contralateral visual field. These

influences further segregate the global contour from the back-

ground. Similar global suppression of background stimulus has

been observed in a surface segmentation task (Poort et al.,

2016). In fact, attention-induced suppression of task-irrelevant

stimuli in visual cortical areas has been reported in a number

of human imaging and monkey physiological studies (Chen

et al., 2008; Hopf et al., 2006; Schwartz et al., 2005; Sundberg

et al., 2009).

Contour integration and surface segmentation are important

intermediate steps in parsing complex visual images. Contour

detection is based on detection of continuity of contour frag-

ments, whereas surface segmentation is based on detection of

discontinuity of surface boundaries and filling in of the features

defining a surface. Despite this distinction in terms of perceptual

organization, the underlying neural processes share many simi-

larities. For instance, surface segmentation also involves spatio-

temporally distinct processes (Poort et al., 2012, 2016) with time

courses comparable with the contour integration processes

observed in the current study. This similarity suggests that inter-

mediate-level visual processing, such as perceptual grouping

and figure-ground segregation, is mediated by similar feedfor-

ward and feedback processes implemented in the multilayered

circuitry.
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Figure 8. Summary of Spatiotemporally

Dissociable Processes and the Underlying

Inter-areal Interactions during Contour

Detection

(A) Neuronal responses in V1 (bottom row), V2

(center row), and V4 (top row) are roughly divided

into three stages relative to stimulus onset (delimited

by the background colors). Gray arrows represent

the information flow contributing to contour detec-

tion. Vertical collinear bars denote the global con-

tour. The gray rectangle in each panel represents the

facilitatory zone. Pink and red dots indicate cells

facilitated by the contour. Blue dots indicate cells

inhibited by the contour. The bell-shaped curves

illustrate the spatial profiles of the contour-induced

modulatory effects in different processing stages

(see the text for details).

(B) Effective connectivities between V1 and V2

(measured as Granger causality) in different pro-

cessing phases. The thickness of the arrows sig-

nifies the relative connection strength. Red and blue

zones denote, respectively, the laminae involved in

V1 / V2 and V2 / V1 information exchange

after discounting intracortical influences. The zones

in V2 are reflected in Figure 6E (x axis; see also

Figure S5A), where the influences within V2 are dis-

counted; the zones in V1 are reflected in Figure 6F (y

axis; see also Figure S5B), where the influences

within V1 are discounted.
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Temporal Dynamics of Inter-laminar and Inter-areal
Interactions
Using Granger causality as an analytic tool, we examined the

effective connectivities between cortical layers and revealed

the temporal dynamics of the bidirectional interactions between

V1 and V2 (Figure 6C; Figure S3). After discounting the influences

derived from intracortical interactions by means of conditional

GC (Figures 6E and 6F; Figure S5), we were able to map more

direct interactions between V1 and V2 laminae, which are sum-

marized in Figure 8B.

During the initial response period, both the V1/ V2 and V2/

V1 GC influences were very strong (Figure 6C, top row), but

they were nearly irrelevant to the global contour embedded

in the cluttered background (Figure 6D, top row), suggesting

that the early corticocortical interactions are mostly responsible

for exchange of local information. Subsequently, the GC influ-

ences were restricted to V1 and V2 layers showing pronounced

contour signals (Figures 6C–6F, center row), indicating inter-

areal communication of information about the global contour.

After the contour signals reached a plateau, the inter-areal

interactions became weaker (Figures 6C–6F, bottom row),
12 Neuron 96, 1–15, December 20, 2017
suggesting a completion of the integration

process within the cortical circuitry.

Similar temporal dynamics were

observed in interactions between different

laminae within V1 and V2 (Figure S3D).

Together with the observation that the

strongest contour signals in both V1 and

V2 were generated in the main output layer

(layer 3), our results suggest that the multi-
layered circuitry within a cortical area operates in concert with

the inter-areal connections to augment the contour signals.

In contrast with the presence of interfering background stimuli,

the neural computations became faster for processing isolated

contours: the contour-related GC influences shifted from the

late to the early response component (Figures 7C and 7D); corre-

spondingly, the contour-related modulatory effects in both V1

and V2 emerged and peaked earlier (Figure 7B, left column).

Interpretation of Granger Causality
The current study adopted Granger-Geweke’s formulation in GC

estimation using a nonparametric approach. All of the items in

the formula were estimated from a single spectral matrix (the

counterpart of a single model in parametric approaches), which

took into account the entire multichannel time series (STAR

Methods). This approach avoided the pitfalls of using two sepa-

rate models (Barnett et al., 2017; Faes et al., 2017; Stokes and

Purdon, 2017).

Granger causality provides a statistical measure of prediction,

which implies effective connectivity rather than direct anatomical

connections or causal effects. In spite of this limitation, our
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results suggest that, when combined with the known anatomy

and the time courses of neuronal responses, Granger causality

can provide insights into the functional interactions in the brain.

The known anatomical connections help to place constraints on

the interpretability of Granger causality, which, in turn, could help

to shed light on the dynamic organization of inter-areal and inter-

laminal interplay.

With simultaneous access to neural signals from different

cortical sites in the circuitry, conditional Granger causality is

able to provide useful information about the interdependency

of signals among these sites (Liang et al., 2017), but tackling

the problem of true causality in complex cortical loops requires

specific interrogating approaches.

Comparison with Theoretical Frameworks
Computational and theoretical studies offer a different perspec-

tive to understand sensory processing within hierarchically orga-

nized neural networks. For example, the predictive coding theory

proposed (Bastos et al., 2012; Huang andRao, 2011; Kilner et al.,

2007;Mumford, 1992; Rao and Ballard, 1999; Yuille and Kersten,

2006) that a higher-order cortical area generates a prediction

of sensory inputs and sends the prediction backward to a

lower area; the lower area, in turn, generates a mismatch signal

between higher- and lower-level predictions and forwards the

prediction error to the higher area. This inter-areal interplay con-

tinues until the residual error is minimized. Under this framework,

a common belief is that a reduction of the prediction error is rep-

resented by a decrease of neural activities in lower-level cortical

areas (Alink et al., 2010; Fang et al., 2008; Murray et al., 2004).

Our observation of sustained contour signals across early

cortical areas seems to argue against this belief.

The essence of predictive coding theories is based on the

interplay between feedforward and feedback interactions within

hierarchically organized neural networks. In fact, there is a

general consensus among different versions of theories about

multilayered recurrent sensory processing: the prediction error

or ambiguity of sensory representation is reduced over the

course of bidirectional interactions. In spite of this consensus,

the neurophysiological correlates remain elusive in terms of

how the predictions and prediction errors are computed over

time in the brain, resulting in different theoretical accounts of

the cortical processes for parsing visual images. For example,

an analysis-by-synthesis strategy has been proposed (Yuille

and Kersten, 2006; Zhaoping, 2017), whereby the feedforward

process generates a set of proposals that activate hypotheses

about visual inputs, and these hypotheses are validated or re-

jected by the top-down verification process to eliminate ambigu-

ity. A recent computational model proposed a flipped informa-

tion flow as opposed to predictive coding theories (Heeger,

2017): the representation is propagated forward, and the errors

are propagated backward. According to this model, through

the feedforward and feedback interactions, neuronal responses

are updated across cortical areas to minimize representational

errors in the circuitry. This processing scheme does not neces-

sarily incur a reduction of firing rates in any processing stages,

in line with our experimental observations of contour grouping.

Based on our observations and data analyses, we argue that

the prediction errors are not necessarily represented by neuronal
firing rates exclusively but that they could be implemented as a

dynamic change in effective connectivities over the course of

sensory and perceptual processing. In fact, dynamic changes

of inter-areal effective connectivities could be a general rule dur-

ing recurrent information processing within hierarchically orga-

nized cortical areas, and these changes can be captured by

Granger causality analysis (Gregoriou et al., 2009; Hirabayashi

et al., 2010, 2013). A progressive decline of the strength of in-

ter-laminar and inter-areal interactions could be a counterpart

of reduction in prediction error or ambiguity and an indication

of the completion of sensory representations. This interpretation

can well account for the marked decrease or disappearance of

laminar patterns of GC influences in the late phase of neuronal

responses to camouflaged or isolated contours.

Themaintenance ofmultiple representations of the global con-

tour in different cortical areas is intriguing. This coding strategy

could be useful for parsing complex visual images at different

levels of detail (Chen et al., 2014). The current study delineated

the inter-areal and inter-laminar processes in V1 and V2 underly-

ing visual contour detection. The processing scheme could be

similar for analyzing and representing more complex visual im-

ages along the visual cortical pathways.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All experimental procedures complied with the USNational Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and

were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Beijing Normal University.

Experimental Animals
Two healthy naive monkeys (Macaca mulatta, male, 5-6 years, 6-9 Kg) participated in the experiments. The monkeys were housed in

individual cages with enriched environment. A group monkeys lived together within the same room, where the temperature and

humidity were kept constant and the light/dark cycle was controlled automatically. The animals were fed three times a day by pro-

fessional caretakers. The experiments were conducted five days a week, during which water intake was controlled by the experi-

menters and the animals received liquid reward for doing the tasks; over the weekends the animals had free access to water.

Surgery
All surgical procedures were performed aseptically under anesthesia (1.0%–2.0% isofluranemixed in O2), with vital signs continuously

monitored and carefully maintained. A small biocompatible titanium post was attached to the animal’s skull with bone screws for re-

straining the head movements during behavioral training and experiments. After making a craniotomy (20 mm in diameter centered at

18mmanterior to the occipital ridge and 10mm lateral from themidline), a circular titaniumchamberwith a removable lidwas fixed over

the craniotomy with dental cement for chronic recordings from V1 and V2. Antibiotics and analgesics were used after the surgery.

METHOD DETAILS

Data Acquisition
We simultaneously recorded neuronal activities from different layers in V1 and V2 using twomulti-contact electrodes (U-probe, Plexon;

shank diameter 185 mm; 24 recording contacts spaced 100 mm apart, each 15 mm in diameter), which were controlled by microelec-

trode drives (NAN Instruments, Israel). Data were acquired by a 128-channel system (Blackrock Microsystems). The raw data were

high-pass filtered (4th order Butterworthwith 250Hz corner frequency).Multi-unit spiking activitieswere detectedby applying a voltage

threshold with a signal-to-noise ratio of 3.5. Spike waveforms were digitized and recorded at 30 kHz. The raw data were also low-pass

filtered (4th order Buterworth with 250 Hz corner frequency) and down sampled to 2 kHz to get the local field potentials (LFPs).

Behavioral Tasks
The animals were trained to perform two tasks, a fixation task and a contour detection task. In both tasks, the monkey maintained

fixation within an invisible circular window (1-1.5� in diameter). Eye position was monitored at 30 Hz by an infrared tracking system
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(K. Matsuda et al., 2000, Soc. Neurosci., abstract). A trial included several time intervals: a blank interval (300 ms for sampling spon-

taneous activities); stimulus exposure (usually 500 ms unless otherwise stated); and another blank interval (300 ms). In the fixation

task the monkey received a drop of liquid as reward after the three time intervals; in the contour detection task, the monkey was

further required to make a saccade within 1,000 ms to indicate the location of the contour for the reward.

Visual Stimuli
Visual stimuli were generated by a stimulus generator (ViSaGe, Cambridge Research Systems) under the control of a PC running

homemade C++ program. The stimuli were displayed on a 22-inch CRT monitor (Iiyama pro 510, 1,200 3 900 pixels at 100 Hz) at

a viewing distance of 70 cm. Different stimuli were used for different purposes.

Gratings for Mapping Receptive Fields

When the monkeys were performing the fixation task, we mapped the V1 and V2 RFs using a small patch of square-wave gratings (2

cycles per degree drifting at 2 Hz, 90%Michelson contrast). We first manually mapped the RFs by listening to an audio monitor and

ensured that the V1 and V2 RFs were largely overlapping. To quantitatively map the RF positions and sizes along the horizontal axis,

we used a grating patch elongated vertically (0.3� 3 3�). The vertical position of the grating patch was fixed at the optimal position

mappedmanually, and the horizontal position was randomly set at one of 21 positions, which were spaced 0.3� apart and distributed

around the manually mapped position. On each trial, the gratings were presented at 45� for 250 ms and then at 135� for another

250ms. TheRF positions and sizes along the vertical axis weremapped similarly by positioning a horizontally elongated grating patch

(3� 3 0.3�) at different vertical locations in different trials.

Neuronal responses as a function of the horizontal or vertical position of the grating patch were fitted with a Gaussian function to

get the RF profiles. The RF center was defined as the Gaussian center; the RF size was calculated as 23 1.963 SD, with the width

(0.3�) of grating patch subtracted. The preferred orientations of neurons were measured with a circular patch of drifting gratings (3� in
diameter). The grating patch was centered on V1 and V2 RFs with orientation varying between 0� and 180� randomly in 22.5� steps.
The orientation tuning curve was fitted with a Gaussian function to determine the preferred orientation.

The goodness of Gaussian fit was estimated using R2; only recording sites showing reliable RF profiles and orientation tuning

curves (R2 > 0.7) were examined.

Checkerboard for Mapping Cortical Layers

When the animals were doing the fixation task, a checkerboard pattern (full screen, 0.3� grids, 99%Michelson contrast) was flashed

for 250 ms with 500 ms inter-trial interval. The stimulus was repeated in 100 trials. Local field potentials at different cortical depths

were recorded simultaneously for current source density analysis.

Contour Stimuli for the Detection Task

In the contour detection task, the contour was formed by collinear bars embedded in a full-screen background of randomly oriented

bars extending 49.3� by 35.1�. Each bar was 0.25� by 0.05� distributed in 0.5� by 0.5� invisible grids, with a random positional jitter

within 0.075� from the grid center (Figure 1A). The orientations and positions of the background bars were re-randomized in each trial.

The contour was displayed either on the RF side (the contour-on and contour-near conditions) or in the opposite visual quadrant (the

contour-away condition); in either case the contour was set at the preferred orientation of the recording sites. In a block of trials

different stimulus conditions were randomly interleaved, and each condition was repeated 50 times unless otherwise stated.

Current Source Density Analysis
The cortical laminaewere determined with the aid of the current source density (CSD) analysis. The CSDwas calculated based on the

LFPs recorded at different cortical depths:

CSDðxÞ= � fðx � hÞ � 2fðxÞ+fðx + hÞ
h2

where 4 is the voltage (in mV), x is the depth of recording site, h is the spacing of recording sites (100 mm). The CSD was calculate at

1-ms interval, and the values between 40 and 60 ms (for V1) or 50 and 70 ms (for V2) were averaged across recording sites for each

depth.We identified the two adjacent sites showing the largest reversal of CSDpolarity, and the site nearer to the superficial layer was

defined as depth 0, corresponding to the putative boundary between the granular and infra-granular layers (Mitzdorf, 1985;

Schroeder et al., 1998). Referencing to this depth as well as previous anatomical (Lund, 1973; Lund et al., 1981; Valverde, 1978)

and CSD (Bollimunta et al., 2008; Hansen and Dragoi, 2011; Schroeder et al., 1998; Self et al., 2013) studies, we assigned the

recording sites into three layers, the supra-granular (SG), granular (G) and infra-granular (IG). The relative depths of the three layers

(from deep to superficial laminae) were defined as IG [-0.5, 0), G [0, 0.6) and SG [0.6, 1.2] mm in V1, and [-0.4, 0), [0, 0.2), [0.2, 0.8] mm

in V2. Recoding sites not showing stimulus-evoked spiking activities and beyond these ranges were excluded from further analyses.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSES

Normalization of PSTH
To examine the time course of neuronal responses, we constructed a post-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) for each recording

site and each stimulus condition by binning spikes using 1-ms intervals, with the mean spontaneous response (�300 to 0 ms before
Neuron 96, 1–15.e1–e4, December 20, 2017 e2
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stimulus onset) subtracted. For contours of different lengths, the corresponding PSTHs were normalized to the peak of the PSTH in

the 1-bar contour condition. The PSTH was smoothed with a square window of 10 data points.

Calculation of the d0 Value
We used the d0 as a measure of the discrimination ability of a recording site to differentiate two stimulus conditions based on the

means (m1, m2) and standard deviations (s1,s2) of the firing rates across N trials under the two conditions.

d0 =
m1 � m2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðs2

1 + s2
2Þ
�
2

q

Weuseda bootstrappingmethod to testwhether the d0 valuewas statistically significant. For a recording site, wepooled the two con-

ditions and randomly resampled the pooled data with replacement, producing two new datasets, each with N samples. We calculated

the d0 value between the two datasets. This processwas repeated 200 times and generated a distribution of d0 values. If the d0 based on

real data is larger (or smaller) than 95% of the bootstrapped values, it is regarded as significantly larger (or smaller) than 0.

Measurement of Population Response Latencies
Tomeasure the latency of contour signals (Figure 3A), we slid a 10-mswindow in 5-mssteps along the spike trains of each recording site

(�300 to 500 ms relative to stimulus onset), with 9- and 13-bar conditions pooled to increase statistical power. We calculated the per-

centage of recording sites that showed significant contour signals (contour-on versus contour-away conditions, d0 > 0, bootstrapping,

p<0.05)withineach timebin from�300 to500ms.Due to randomfluctuationsofneuronal responses, somerecordingsitescould falsely

showsignificant contour signalswithin some timebins even before stimulus onsetwhenno stimuluswas actually shown. Themeanper-

centage value of these false-positive sites averaged across all of the bins before stimulus onset (�300 to 0 ms) was used as a baseline

control: Percentage values within subsequent time bins (0-500ms) that were 3 SD above this baseline were taken as statistically signif-

icant. Using this criterion, we searched for the first occurrence of 3 consecutive time bins in which the percentage values of contour-

encoding sites were all statistically significant; we took the midpoint of the first time bin as the latency of contour signals.

The visual response latency was measured in a similar way for a comparison with the contour response latency. We took the 1-bar

contour condition for estimation of visual response latency. We first calculated the distribution of spontaneous firing rates across

trials by taking the spikes from�300 to 0 ms (this distribution is referred to as A). We then applied a sliding time window (10 ms mov-

ing in 5-ms steps) to the entire spike trains (�300 to 500 ms) of a recording site. At the i-th position of the sliding window, we calcu-

lated the distribution of firing rates within the 10-ms window across trials (this distribution is referred to as Bi). Bi was always

compared against A, giving rise to a d0 value as a measure of the strength of stimulus-evoked responses of the recording site at

the time point i (corresponding to the midpoint of the 10-ms window). At each time point from �300 to 500 ms, we calculated the

percentage of recording sites with d0 > 0 (bootstrapping, p < 0.05). To control for false positive rate due to random fluctuations of

neuronal responses, the mean percentage of recording sites with d0 > 0 averaged across time points between �300 and 0 ms

was used as a baseline value. Percentage values at subsequent time points (0-500 ms) that were 3 SD above this baseline were

defined as statistically significant. We then identified the first time point when 3 consecutive percentage values were all statistically

significant and defined it as the latency of visually evoked responses.

To examine whether the contour response latency in V1 was shorter in the SG and upper IG layers than the G and lower IG layers

(Figure 3A), we separated V1 sites into two groups accordingly and performed a bootstrapping test. We resampled, with replace-

ment, the two groups of sites respectively and calculated their latency difference based on the resampled datasets using themethod

described above. This process was repeated 1,000 times to obtain a distribution of latency differences. We defined the proportion of

negative values within the distribution as the p value. The same method was used to test whether the visual response latency in V1

was longer in the SG layer than the other layers (Figure 3A).

Granger Causality
Granger causality is a statistical measure of the interdependency between different time series based upon the fundamental concept

of time series forecasting. For two time series, one series can be called causal to the other if we can better predict the second series

by incorporating past knowledge of the first one (Wiener, 1956). In the present study, we performed a nonparametric Granger cau-

sality analysis (Dhamala et al., 2008; Nedungadi et al., 2009) on spike trains to evaluate the directional influences between two simul-

taneously recorded sites.We calculated theGC values directly from spike times to avoid potential spurious effects due to distortion of

signals by low-pass filtering. For a pair of recording sites i and j, we computed the GC influences through the following procedures.

We first performed Fourier transformation on the spike train data ðxiðtÞ; xjðtÞÞwith themulti-taper method (Thomson, 1982) to obtain

a frequency domain representation ðXiðfÞ;XjðfÞÞ. Then we constructed a spectral matrix SðfÞ by computing the auto-spectra

ðSiiðfÞ;SjjðfÞÞ and cross-spectra ðSijðfÞ;SjiðfÞÞ (Dhamala et al., 2008).

SðfÞ=
�
SiiðfÞ SijðfÞ
SjiðfÞ SjjðfÞ

�
;SijðfÞ=XiðfÞXjðfÞ�
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We factorized the spectral matrix into the product of transfer functions (H(f)) and the noise matrix (S) according to the Wilson al-

gorithm (Wilson, 1972).

SðfÞ=HðfÞSH�ðfÞ
Finally, we computed Granger causality from recording site j to i at frequency f using Geweke’s formulation (Geweke, 1982):

Ij/iðfÞ= ln
SiiðfÞ

SiiðfÞ �
�
Sjj � S2

ij

.
Sii

���HijðfÞ
�� 2

Granger causality from recording site i to j was computed by switching i and j.

Significance Test for Laminar Patterns of GC
The patterns of interactions between cortical laminae were constructed based on mean GC values (e.g., Figure 6C). To examine the

statistical significance of these interactions, we adopted a spike-jitteredmethod (Amarasingham et al., 2012; Hirabayashi et al., 2013;

Lee, 2003). We jittered each of the original spikes randomly within a ± 10 ms range and calculated a laminar pattern of GC based on

the surrogate data. We repeated this procedure 30 times to obtain a distribution of surrogate GC patterns. For a given point in the

pattern, the original mean GC value was regarded as significant if it was larger than 95% of the surrogate values. To control for po-

tential confounding factors such as differences and co-fluctuations in firing rates of paired recording sites, the GC pattern calculated

using the real data was corrected by subtracting the mean surrogate pattern (defined as the spike-jittered control).

Conditional Granger Causality
Conditional GC analysis was performed to evaluate the influence of one recording site (j) on another (i), after taking into account the

influences from other recorded sites (k) (Chen et al., 2006; Liang et al., 2017). It allowed us to dissect the contributions of different

sources to neuronal interactions. Within the multivariate regression framework, the frequency-domain representation of conditional

GC from j to i, conditional on k, is given by

Ij/i j kðfÞ= ln
Siiði; kÞ��� ~HiiðfÞ~Siiði; j; kÞ ~H�

iiðfÞ
���

where Siiði; kÞ is the residual variance of i not explained by the joint regression of i and k; ~Siiði; j; kÞ, the noise covariance matrix in the

joint regression of i, j, and k; ~HiiðfÞ, the normalized transfer function; the asterisk denotes complex conjugate (Ding et al., 2006; Ge-

weke, 1982).

We performed conditional GC analysis by separately discounting the influences from the intra-cortical interactions in V1 and V2.

Specifically, when examining the impact of V2 intra-cortical interactions on inter-areal influences, the GC values in both directions

mediated by a V2 site in a layer (SG, G or IG) were calculated by discounting the influences from all the V2 sites in the other two layers.

Applying this procedure to all paired V1/V2 sites generated a raw laminar GC pattern conditional on V2 (Figure S5A). Similarly, when

examining the impact of V1 intra-cortical interactions on inter-areal influences, the GC values in both directions mediated by a V1 site

in a layer (SG, G or IG) were calculated by discounting the influences from all the V1 sites in the other two layers. Applying this pro-

cedure to all paired V1/V2 sites generated a raw laminar GC pattern conditional on V1 (Figure S5B). We used the spike-jittered

method described in the previous section to test the significance of the mean GC values.

Similarity Index
We used a mathematical measure (the cosine similarity index, SI) to estimate the similarity between two laminar patterns of GC in-

fluences, which were scaled to the range of 0 to 1 and then represented by two vectors (V1, V2). The SI was calculated as the cosine of

these two vectors:

SI=
V1 � V2

jV1 j � jV2 j

Statistical Analyses
Resampling methods used for significance tests in various specific cases have been described in the corresponding sections. Other

standard statistical analyses (t test and Pearson correlation) were also used wherever appropriate.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Data analyses were conducted using the MATLAB (MathWorks) and Chronux (http://chronux.org/) toolboxes.
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